
FYST17 Lecture 13
The cosmic connection

Thanks to R. Durrer, L. Covi, S. Sakar
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Today’s outline

• High energy cosmic rays

– GKZ cut-off

• Detectors in space

– The PAMELA signal

• Some words on the expansion of the Universe

• Controversy

• Some words on the exam + evaluation
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Cosmic rays
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Cosmic rays
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GZK cut-off?
Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin  (sometimes GKZ)

Predict cuf-off in cosmic ray energies around 5x1019 eV if they 
result from protons. (protons have to origin max 30 Mpc from 
our Galaxy)
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At very high energy 
the CMB s interact 
with the protons to 
produce pions           
( + p + + n  etc. ) 
 leptons + high 
energy neutrinos

NO

YES
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GZK cut-off?

Difference probably due to calibration problem, with 
recalibration spectrum seems to be cut-off . 

But GZK pions produce both photons and neutrinos – need 
spectrum for both!
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And then of 
course has to be 
proven that cut-
off due to GZK 
mechanism …
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Detectors in space: AMS-02
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PAMELA Satelite
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The PAMELA signal
The big news of 2003 was the positron excess observed 
by PAMELA: 
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Confirmed by AMS and Fermi

Rising spectrum doesn’t fit secondary positron hypothesis
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What is this?  Need 
new source of positrons 
and not too far away
Is it perhaps from Dark 
matter annihilation?!!
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The positron excess

• Dark Matter  annihilation hypothesis by now 
excluded by the PLANCK experiment

• Could it be a local pulsar?
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The expanding Universe
12
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Understanding the expansion of the 
Universe within Newtonian gravity
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Understanding the expansion of the 
Universe within Newtonian gravity
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Expansion within General Relativity
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Curvature
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The Universe is accelerating
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The Universe is accelerating
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Cosmic Microwave Background 

Remnant photons from when the Universe became 
transparent to radiation

Small fluctuations at particle levels boosted into galaxy-
scale structures by inflation
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Cosmic Microwave Background 

Remnant photons from when the Universe became 
transparent to radiation

Small fluctuations at particle levels boosted into galaxy-
scale structures by inflation

PLANCK
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The sound of the CMB
CMB photons behaves like gas, carry sound waves caused by gravity (seen as 
hot and cold spots in the sky map)

Big gravitational events, like inflation, should be audible in the spectrum. 
Inflation predicts a set of harmonics with frequency ratios of 1:2:3

PLANCK 2013

Dark Energy barely 
affects this picture
Dark Matter mainly 
indicated in 3rd peak

Measure physical density 
of the Dark Matter
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Peak amplitudes sensitive to 
baryon density
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Peak amplitudes sensitive to 
baryon density
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Controversy

(as seen by a non-expert)
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How well do we know what we 
know about Dark Energy?

 Paper by S. Sakar et al [Nature Scientific reports 6:35596] claims that the 
evidence for Dark Energy is in fact less than 3 

 e.g. constant acceleration rate not yet excluded!

 Original analysis used Type Ia supernovae as “standard candles”. Main 
argument against is that nowadays there are many more of these known 
 one can use more rigorous statistical methods instead of assuming  all 
have the same light profile. 

 New analysis use maximum likelihood                                                  
estimator to get best fit to the (now large)                                                             
dataset

(where f is pdf of 2 random variable with 
degrees of freedom)
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1

2
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Looking closer at 
the data

Distribution of pulls (normalized residuals)

for the best fit model compared to a 
Gaussian

Milne  constant rate
CDM: SM cosmology with accelerating rate
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Conclusion?

Other people working on the statistics argument 

– some still see > 3 

No official resolution yet. Other evidence for accelerating 
expansion means that mainstream community still prefers Dark 
Energy hypothesis

To resolve it:

More data  better understanding of the light profile of Type Ia
SN

Several experiments ongoing (for instance CODEX) that should 
be sensitive to this
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Alternatives to Dark Matter?

Can other models do what dark matter  can?

According to E. Verlinde [arXiv 1611.02269] can attribute gravity 
effects of DM to effects of dark energy : 

ordinary matter  dark energy

“Emergent gravity”

Other models have challenging DM hypothesis: for instance 
modified Newtonian gravity (MONDs)

• Assume changes to gravitational acceleration for small accelerations. 

• Experimental tests (testing gravity in the laboratory!) have not yet 
confirmed nor excluded MOND

• Other possibilities: G is time-dependent: Yukawa mass terms for low 
values of a
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What is actually the evidence?
A few examples
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Rotational curves
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Hypothesis explained

Dark Matter y

MOND partial

EmGrav Y



The “bullet cluster” and similar
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Hypothesis explained

Dark Matter y

MOND no

EmGrav not yet?



CMB oscillations
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Hypothesis explained

Dark Matter y

MOND no

EmGrav not yet?



Summary / outlook
• Particle physics exploration started out with cosmic 

rays and we are still exploring that source!

• Complementary searches particle physics and astro-
particle physics

– Similar techniques

– Pros and cons of working ”directly” with the Universe

• As far as I can tell, dark matter and dark energy are 
still the best hypotheses given the data

– We really don’t know enough about gravity

– But indeed, more data would help!

• Input from cosmology has huge implications for 
particle physics model building! 343434



Exam info

• 5 exercises whereof
– At least 1 on HI

– At least 1-2 on relativistic kinematics

– At least 1 on statistical methods

• Pick up

– Tuesday March 14 at 11:00  A426

• Turn in: 

– Thursday March 16 at 11:00 A426

– Electronic version by email also ok – but make sure you 
receive a confirmation of reciept from me!
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Learning outcomes 

• The purpose of this course is to provide advanced 
knowledge of current aspects of experimental 
particle physics
– Current status and challenges
– Experimental programs current and future
– Basic statistical methods in particle physics

• Students should also:
– Learn to acquire scientific knowledge, including 

reading scientific papers
– Improve their problem solving skills in the area
– Improve communication skills, both written and oral
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